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Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was used to study the (110) cross~sectional surfaces of 
molecular-beam epitaxially grown III-Y homo- and heterostructures, which include GaAs 
multiple p-n junctions, (InGa) As/GaAs strained-layer multiple quantum wens, and 
(AIGa)As/GaAs heterojunctions. Both doping and compositional effects can be resolved by the 
topographic contrasts of constant-current STM images. The samples were prepared by either 
cleaving in ultrahigh vacuum or cleaving ex situ followed by sulfide [(NH4 hS] passivation. 
Sulfide passivated samples have been found to be advantageous for the measurements of 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advances of semiconductor growth technology have 
made possible the realization of highly sophisticated 
nanometer-size heterostructure devices. However, the 
quest for fully understanding the properties of semiconduc
tor heterostructures has never come to an end. Compared 
with the conventional techniques such as photolumines
cence, photoemission, and C-V measurements, scanning 
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/S) have 
unprecedented resolution for mapping out the spatial vari
ation of electronic properties. Thus, it is an ideal tool for 
studying heterostructures provided that (1) one can pre
pare a cross-sectional surface which exposes the junctions, 
and (2) the study performed on such a surface will not 
obscure the interpretation of the bulk electronic properties. 
As a result, a large number of cross-sectional STM/S stud
ies have been performed on HI-Y compound semiconduc
tors. This is because the junctions are automatically ex
posed by cleaving the sample to prepare a (110) cross
sectional surface, and the dangling bond states of the 
cleaved 01O} surface are outside the bulk band gap. How
ever, despite such promising potential, the progress of 
STM/S of semiconductor heterostructures has been slow 
due to some technical difficulties < The first obvious diffi
culty of this approach is the positioning of the tunneling tip 
within the epilayer region which usually has a length scale 
of less than a micron. 

Salemink and co-workers obtained the first atomic im
ages of (AIGa)As/GaAs heterojunctions by using cross
sectional STM. I,2 They also reported scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy results across the heterojunctions with na
nometer resolution. In their studies, an ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHY) scanning electron microscope (SEM) was em
ployed to help locate the STM tip within the epilayer re
gion. However, due to the difficulty of maintaining sample 
surface cleanliness and the additional complexity of tip
induced band bending on unpinned sample surfaces, the 
resulting band ofI"ets measured by tunneling spectroscopy 

did not directly reflect the properties of the buried bulk 
heterointerface. 1 Other efforts to perform cross-sectional 
STM/S investigations of semiconductor junctions have 
also been made such as studies of 8i and GaAs p-n 
junctions,3-12 lIlo.47Gao.53As/lnP multiple quantum wells 
(MQWs),13 PzSs passivated (AIGa)As/GaAs MQWs,14 
and HF passivated Si/SiO.76GeO.24 superlattices. 15 It should 
be mentioned that most of these studies, including ours, 
did not employ an UHV SEM. Instead, several versions of 
edge finding techniques were used to locate the tip within 
the epilayer region. 

In this article, we report STM studies of various multi
layered structures including GaAs mUltiple p-n junctions, 
Ino.zGao.8As/GaAs strained~layer MQWs, and 
Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs heterojunctions. Cross sections of sam~ 
pIes were prepared by two methods: (1) in situ cleaving in 
an UHY chamber, and (2) ex situ cleaving followed by 
chemical passivation. We have found that for chemically 
passivated samples, the difficulty of maintaining the clean
liness of sample surfaces is overcome, especially in the case 
of (AIGa)As. Moreover, due to the uniform Fermi level 
pinning at the passivated surface, the tip-induced band 
bending effect is minimized, resulting in very reproducible 
and stable tunneling spectroscopy results. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Our experiments were performed in an UHY STM sys
tem equipped with a dual-axis sample translation stage and 
a sample load lock. The III-V doping and compositional 
structures were grown on (001) substrates (n-type, 
1 X 1018 cm - 3) using molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). Si 
and Be were used as dopants (doping concentrations in our 
samples varied from 5X 1017 cm- 3 to 2x 1018 cm- 3

). The 
multilayered structures were grown at 6OO·C for doping 
homo junctions and 620 "C for Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs hetero
junctions. Samples were prepared for cleaving by cutting 
wafers into rectangular pieces 3 X 10 mm2 and scribing 
notches on top of the epilayer with a diamond pen. 
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the edge-finding procedure. First, we 
start with the tip at a position within 10-20 11m from the edge, which is 
easily achievable using an optical microscope. Second, we bring the tip in 
the tunneling regime. Finally, we iterate the process of recording the tip 
position, withdrawing the tip, stepping the sample laterally, and reap· 
proaching the tip. In this algorithm, Xstep is typically 2000-3000 A. The 
sample edge can be identified when the tip position extends beyond the 
previous position in the tunneling regime. 

In situ cleaving was performed by pushing on the sam
ple along the tooT] direction. The typical UHV pressure 
was 6 X 10- 11 Torr or less. Chemically passivated samples 
were cleaved ex situ and passivated in an ammonium sul
fide [(NH4 hS] solution at room temperature for 5-20 min 
[in our studies, cleaving inside the (NH4hS solution made 
no significant difference]. After rinsing in de-ionized water 
and blowing dry with nitrogen gas, samples were immedi
ately transferred into the UHV chamber through a load 
lock for STM/S measurements. The tungsten tunneling 
tips were made by electrochemical etching followed by in 
situ cleaning using the field emission method on separate 
clean substrates. 

In our experiments, to position the tunneling tip within 
the epilayer region, we used the following edge-finding al
gorithm: as shown in Fig. 1, the tip was first brought into 
tunneling in the vicinity of the epilayer region. Subsequent 
iteration of recording the tip position, withdrawing the tip, 
stepping the sample laterally, and reapproaching the tip 
allowed us to find the edge of the sample surface. At the 
end of the edge-finding procedure, the tip was stepped back 
into the epilayer. The success of this method depends pri
marily upon two things. First, the sample must be ex
tremely flat all the way up to the edge. Second, a two
dimensional sample mover which is free of backlash and 
crosstalk is necessary. Without meeting these 
requirements,16 it will be very difficult to avoid crashing 
the tip. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

STM results reported here primarily concentrate on the 
delineation of junctions in epilayer regions. Detailed spec
troscopy results will be reported elsewhere. 17 In our stud
ies, the assignments of different junctions are primarily 
based on the comparison of topographical contrast features 
with the MBE growth structures. 
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FIG. 2. (a) The structure of GaAs mUltiple p-n junctions grown by MBE. 
The area enclosed by the dashed line corresponds to the STM image. (b) 
A 3D perspective view of the STM image of the GaAs multiple p-n 
junctions acquired with a sample bias of -2.9 V and a tunneling current 
of 0.8 nA. The scanning area is 4000 A X 4000 A. 

A. UHV cleaved samples 

Studies on two types of UHV cleaved samples will be 
reported here: GaAs multiple p-n junctions and 
Ino.2GllQ.sAs/GaAs strained-layer MQWs. Shown in Figs. 
2(a) and 2(b) are the growth structure and a perspective 
view of a constant-current STM image acquired at a sam
ple bias voltage of -2.9 V. The dashed box shown in Fig. 
2 ( a) corresponds to the scanning area shown in Fig. 2 (b) . 
The constant-current STM images of GaAs multiple p-n 
junctions show pronounced topographic contrast (ranging 
from 2.5 to 5 A.), independent of bias polarities, between n 
and p layers due solely to the electronic effect. 10, 11 Detailed 
analysis of this result has been reported earlier and will not 
be repeated here. 

The second sample system to be reported here is the 
Ino.2Gao.8As/GaAs strained-layer MQW system [the struc
ture is shown in Fig. 3(a)]. Fig. 3(b) is a constant-current 
STM image acquired at a sample bias voltage of -1.97 V. 
The topographical features in Fig. 3 (b) show a general 
consistency with the MBE growth structure. However, one 
can also clearly see that the interfaces do not appear to be 
abrupt in the STM image. There are a few possibilities for 

................... r- .. 
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FIG. 3. (a) The structure of Ino.2GlI;J .• As/GaAs strained-layer multiple 
quantum wells grown by MBE (n-type Si doped, IX 1018 cm-J

). (b) A 
STM image of the (InGa)As/GaAs strained-layer multiple quantum 
wells (V,= -1.97 V, It~~O.23 nA). The image is shown in a grey scale 
over a range of 1.5 A. The scanning area is 2500 A X 2500 A. 

this nonabruptness of the interfaces observed in the STM. 
The first possibility is that this nonabruptness is due to the 
cleaving process which causes additional strain relaxation 
at the interface region near the vacuum/solid junction. The 
second possibility is that this nonabruptness is a true in
terface property of our sample, resulting from the forma
tion of three-dimensional (3D) islands during the epilayer 
growth. 

While the nonabruptness can be easily seen in the STM 
image, we have faced difficulties in the assignment of the 
(InGa)As and GaAs regions. As one can see, the STM 
image shows wide bright bands with narrow dark regions 
between them. Since the growth thickness of the (InGa)As 
layer is clearly smaner as shown in the growth structure, 
one might conclude that the dark bands correspond to the 
(InGa)As regions. However, the number of dark bands 
would then not be consistent with the number of growth 
layers of (InGa)As (three as compared with four in the 
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upper left of the image). Furthermore, we also have diffi
culty explaining why the GaAs buffer layer between the 
MQWs appears to be dark. In addition, the width of the 
center dark band is smaller than the thickness of the GaAs 
buffer layer. The alternati.ve interpretation is that the cen
ten; of the bright bands correspond to the (InGa)As re
gions which have narrower band gaps than the GaAs re
gions, and it is the electronic effect which causes the 
spreading of the bright regions. This alternative interpre
tation would be consistent with the reported work on 
(InGa)As/lnP MQWs (Ref. 13) where the bright regions 
were assigned to be the narrower gap regions of (InGa)As. 
However, we still need to explore which electronic effects 
are responsible for the observed spreading. 

We should mention that the success rate for obtaining 
images with topographic features consistent with the 
growth parameters is low for DHV -cleaved cross-sectional 
surfaces. We believe that the problem lies primarily in the 
difficulty of obtaining a very flat epilayer region during the 
in situ cleaving process. For example, we often observe 
very long and straight step edges running across the whole 
scanning area, thus obscuring our ability to delineate the 
junctions. In these cases, the assignments will have to rely 
on extensive spectroscopy studies. 

B. Sulfide paSSivated samples 

The low success rate of preparing cross-sectional sur
faces by the use of in situ cleaving has motivated us to seek 
an alternative approach. We have found that ex situ cleav
ing followed by chemical passivation using a (NH4hS 
solution 18-20 yields dramatic results. First of all, the ex situ 
method provides better control of the cleavage process. 
Furthermore, one can then select the best-cleaved samples 
before loading into the DRV chamber. Apart from this, the 
chemical passivation method offers two additional advan
tages. The first is that the passivated surface prevents ad
sorption of oxygen contaminants. This is particularly im
portant for studies of (AIGa)As systems since oxygen 
contamination is a very severe problem. I The second is that 
the chemical passivation process results in a uniform sur
face Fermi-level pinning. Thus, the tip-induced band bend
ing effect is substantially reduced, allowing us to obtain 
very reproducible and stable tunneling spectra. A similar 
Fermi level pinning effect has been reported by Feenstra 
et ai. on highly stepped surfaces of GaAs doping 
superlattices. !! 

In Fig. 4(a), we show the structure grown by MBE for 
the studies of Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs heterojunctions. The 
structure was designed in such a way that four types (n-n, 
n-p, p-n, and p-p) of heterojunctions could be studied and 
compared. Figure 4(b) is the corresponding STM image of 
an area 7000 A X 7000 A, acquired at a sample bias of 
-2.35 V. Since the GaAs buffer layer is included in this 
image, it serves as a marker to facilitate the assignment of 
regions with different doping and composition. Also shown 
in Fig. 4(b) is a cross-sectional profile across the hetero
junctions of the STM image. Because the scanning direc
tion (x direction) was aligned with the [001] direction, the 
profile is obtained by simply averaging line scans along the 
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FIG. 4. (a) The structure of A4uG307As/GaAs heterojunctions grown 
by MBE. (b) A 7000 Ax7000 A STM image of AI(1.3G30.7As/GaAs 
heterojunctions. This sample was cleaved ex situ and chemically passi
vated by ammonium sulfide immediately. This image was acquired in 
URV with a sample bias of -2.35 V and a tunneling current of 0.3 nA. 
The n-GaAs buffer layer can be seen on the right-hand side of the image. 
Below this image is the cross-sectional profile of the heterojunctions. 

[1 10] direction (y direction). This cross-sectional profile 
shows that (AIGa)As regions appear deeper than GaAs 
regions by about 5 A. Additionally, the two p-type 
(AlGa) As layers adjacent to the n-type GaAs layer appear 
to be deeper than the two n-type (AIGa)As layers. We 
attribute this latter feature to be solely an electronic effect. 
The generally deeper appearance of the (AIGa)As regions 
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FIG. 5. A portion of a 64X64 pixel STM image in which tunneling I-V 
spectra were taken at every pixel in the image. The upper part of the 
figure is the plot of normalized conductivity d(ln I I I )! dV (derived from 
tunneling I-V spectra) vs position at a sample bias of -1.7 V. Because 
dOn III )/dV is given to lowest order by 1/( V - Vol where Vo is the 
position of the band edge, the normalized conductivity is larger in the 
regions of Alo.3GlIo,7As due to the valence band ojf.~et. 

is most likely due to a combination of the electronic effect 
from the valence band offset (VBO) and a true difference 
in surface height. Indeed, it has been shown that sulfide 
solutions have a greater etching rate on (AIGa)As than 
GaAs.14 Although we have not observed the rectangular 
atomic unit cell of the UHV -cleaved (110) surface in our 
STM images of these sulfide passivated surfaces, the mea
sured root-mean-square (rms) roughness in the substrate 
region of such a sulfide passivated surface was measured to 
be less than 0.5 A, indicating an atomically fiat surface. 

As mentioned above, tunneling spectroscopy performed 
on the sulfide passivated surface is extremely stable. Shown 
in Fig. 5 is a 53X21 pixel STM image in which I-V tun
neling spectra were taken at every pixel in the image. Since 
the electronic structure along the [flO] direction is uni
form, spectra are averaged along this direction to improve 
the signal to noise ratio. In order to analyze the resulting 
data, we consider the technique used by Feenstra et al. 11 In 
performing STM/S studies of GaAs p-n superiattices, they 
found that the conductivity image at constant current and 
constant voltage could be used to delineate the electronic 
junctions. They argued that to a zeroth order approxima
tion dlldV -lie V-Va) where Va represents the location 
of the band edge. Thus, if the sample bias is closer to the 
band edge, dlnlIl/dV will be larger. Following their ar
gument, we have plotted the normalized conductivity 
dOn III )ldV versus position for various bias voltages. In
deed, one observes that dOnlII )IdV at a constant nega
tive sample bias is much larger in the (AIGa)As region, 
indicating the effect of the VBo. One can take this argu
ment one step further by estimating the band offset from 
this conductivity profile using the zeroth order approxima
tion d(ln\II)ldV-II(V-Vo). From this conductivity 
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profile, we estimate the valence band offset to be about 
O.16±O.05 eV. This value is considerably smaller than that 
reported by Salemink et al. 1 We believe that this difference 
is due to the absence of the tip-induced band bending effect 
in our measurements. We should mention that this is only 
an estimation based on a zeroth order approximation. A 
much more detailed analysis, including the conduction 
band offset, will be reported elsewhere. 17 

IV. SUMMARY 

Cross sections of MBE grown doping and compositional 
homo- and heterostructures were investigated with an 
UHV STM. In our studies, both DRY cleaving and ex situ 
cleaving followed by chemical passivation were used to 
prepare the sample cross sections. All studies were con
ducted in an DRY environment. For sulfide passivated 
samples, we have found that the difficulty of maintaining 
the cleanliness of sample surfaces, especially in the case of 
(AIGa)As, is overcome. In addition, the tip-induced band 
bending effect is minimized on sulfide passivated surfaces, 
resulting in very reproducible and stable tunneling spec
troscopy results. 
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